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Kitchen of the Week: A Family of 4 Loves to
Cook Together Here

A multilevel island lies at the heart of an Illinois kitchen designed for a budding
chef and her foodie family

Becky Harris September 29, 2017

Houzz Contributor. Hi there! I live in a 1940s cottage in Atlanta that I'll describe as "coll… More
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Kitchen at a Glance

Who lives here: Kathleen Osta, Tony Smith and their daughters, Kaelan and Addison

Location: River Forest, Illinois

Size: 320 square feet (30 square meters) plus a butler’s pantry

Designer: Rebekah Zaveloff of KitchenLab | Rebekah Zaveloff Design

The backstory: This family of four had recently relocated from California to just outside

of Chicago. While they loved their 1920s home, the kitchen could not accommodate a

family who loves to cook together. So they opted to put on an addition to expand the

kitchen and open it up to the living and dining rooms, in a more California modern kind

of way.

The celebrity in the family: Osta and Smith’s daughter Addison won Fox TV’s

MasterChef Junior competition in 2016. We need to get two things straight right away.

One, her passion for cooking didn’t happen in a vacuum — the whole family loves to

cook and loves to cook together. And two, her prize money is in a college fund — it did

not pay for this kitchen renovation!

Challenge: This family needed space so they could all cook together without getting in

each other’s way. “They cook as a family and didn’t want to be on top of each other,”

designer Rebekah Zaveloff says. “For example, they bake hundreds of cupcakes for

events together.”

Solutions: Zaveloff laid out a kitchen where the whole family could cook together. As

you’ll see in the following plan, she designed a large island as part of the work triangle.

She was also able to split the refrigerator and freezer to free up important space. She

created zones for other uses like a library nook and an eat-in area.

The inspiration: “This was a study in contrast,” Zaveloff says. For one thing, Tony is very

tall and Kathleen is petite. For another, they were in a 1920s house outside Chicago but

longed for some nods to the California style to make it feel more like home. Finally, the

contrast included color — the cabinets are Sherwin-Williams Inkwell — a black with a bit

of navy in it, which provides a strong contrast to the whites in the marble, backsplash

tiles and bricks on the fireplace surround.

The flow: In order to adapt the open California modern plan to the 1920s home in a way

that respected the existing architecture, Zaveloff had a vision — a large hearth wall that

would provide separation and definition between rooms. The fireplace can be enjoyed

from the family room (left), dining area (foreground) and kitchen (right). And it was a hit.

“In the winter, the three-way fireplace is a favorite feature,” says homeowner Kathleen

Osta. “It makes the kitchen, dining and family room feel cozy and homey, and it keeps us

warm.”

Floor plan: The family added on to the house, and Zaveloff came up with a plan to

organize the family room, dining space, kitchen and butler’s pantry in a way that suited

the home’s age and architecture but also gave the family the open California modern

feeling. You can see how these rooms open out to the deck (on the right). “The deck off

the kitchen and dining room was a priority for us. We lived in California, where we ate

most meals outside, until four years ago. The deck gives us a great indoor-outdoor feel,

and we spend a lot of time out there.”

Here you can see how the rooms open to one another, and the specific zones Zaveloff

designed. To the left is the cookbook, library and household command central area, on

the bottom right of that is the eat-in nook, on the top left is the butler’s pantry and to the

right is the work triangle. If you squint you can also see that the freezer (left) and

refrigerator (to the left of the range) are split up from one another — more on that in a

bit.

Eating in: The hearth wall

creates a cozy eat-in nook in the

kitchen. The walls are brick but

not just any brick — they are

antique Chicago bricks. Zaveloff

planned the length of the wall

behind the sofa around one of

her favorite tufted banquettes

from Arhaus. Then she created a

1920s Paris cafe-inspired vibe. A

large mirror flanked by sconces

brightens the eat-in nook. And

woven Paris cafe chairs round

out the look.

“We all love our kitchen table

nook for dinners with just the

four of us,” Osta says.

A large mirror flanked by sconces brightens the eat-in nook.

Those hanging out in the nook

can keep the cooks company

while staying well out of the way

of the work zone. Of course they

can also pull up a stool on the

social side of the island. The

Tolix stools bring in some French

cafe esprit.

“We all love to have friends here

and love to put food and drinks

out on the island so people can

make their own plates and either

stay in the kitchen, sit at the

dining room table or go out on

the deck,” Osta says.

Browse bar stools

Work zone: “This design was very chef-driven,” Zaveloff says. She suggested a BlueStar

range. It was also a good pick aesthetically, as the family did not want stainless steel.

This range is in a matte black. Zaveloff had the vent hood fabricated locally. It is powder-

coated metal with brass straps. “This is more environmentally friendly than enamel,” she

says.

To the left of the range is a counter-depth refrigerator, concealed by panels to match the

cabinetry. Having the sink located off the end of the island helps the family spread out

when they are cooking together.

Cabinets: The cabinets are

classic Shaker style with a

beaded inset. Glass doors on the

upper cabinets keep this side of

the kitchen looking lighter and

more open. The cabinets have

stained oak interiors that add

warmth to the room.

Countertops and backsplash:

These elements add strong

contrast to the cabinetry’s dark

color. The countertops are

Carrara marble. The backsplash

tiles are elongated subway tiles.

“These are hand-painted terra-

cotta tiles, which means they

have a watery, uneven finish,”

Zaveloff says. This adds age and

patina to the new kitchen that

suits the almost 100-year-old home.

Kitchen island: This is what it’s

all about for the family — the size

of the island and the way placed

it in the room is what makes it

possible for them all to work

together. We’ll start here on the

far end of it — this walnut

chopping board table is lower,

which works well with the

heights of all the females in the

family. This piece has

freestanding furniture style. “I

love the unfitted furniture thing,”

Zaveloff says. “It helped balance

out the location of the entrance

to the butler’s pantry here.” (If

you look at the plan you can see

that the main island lines up with

the end of the refrigerator wall

while the chopping station is

opposite the entry to the butler’s

pantry.)

The drawers underneath the chopping board hold silverware.

The main island holds two dishwashers, a galley sink, cabinets outfitted with tray

dividers, double trash cans and a beverage refrigerator.

Pendants: Robert Abbey

Lighting: Due to a few production flukes, the family waited 18 months for the pendant

lights. You read that right — not 18 weeks, 18 months. “They were totally worth the wait,”

Zaveloff says. They suit the home’s 1920 vintage and nods to Parisian cafe style to a T.

Library fixtures light up the wall by the main sink.

Tip: Zaveloff recommends hiding outlets in the kitchen when possible. Here they are on

the side of the island and tucked under cabinets whenever possible.

Finishes: “They were wary of

using brass at first,” Zaveloff

says. “I told them it’s not like

1980s brass — it’s more like

1880s brass!” She mixed in

polished nickel on the hardware

and faucets to ease their worries

about standing up to trends.

Faucets: She chose the faucets

from the same series for a

cohesive look.

Faucets: Artifact Series, Kohler;

see other faucets

Freezer: To the right is the freezer. “The latest developments in separating the column

refrigerator from the freezer has completely changed my job,” Zaveloff says. “You don’t

need the freezer taking up that space inside the work triangle because you don’t use it

that much. And by separating them, you don’t have to have these two massive units that

don’t look good together because they are so huge. It’s totally changed the proportion

game.”

Kitchen library: To the left of the freezer is home command central. It can also serve as

the culinary research center, though Zaveloff says not all the books need to stick to a

kitchen theme. “I love to put bookshelves in a kitchen, and it doesn’t have to be just for

cookbooks,” Zaveloff says. It’s easy to grab a book and enjoy it over in the eat-in nook.

Refrigerator and freezer: Thermador; browse appliances

Butler’s pantry: Here’s a glimpse into the walk-in pantry. This photo also shows how its

entry relates to the chopping block table.

The walk-in pantry is 56 square

feet (about 5 square meters).

Zaveloff used a graphic

encaustic cement tile floor in

here. The space holds small

appliances, including a coffee

station. Having a sink here

makes morning drinks easier to

prepare. Shaker cabinets

painted in Inkwell and brass

brackets tie the shelves to the

kitchen design.

See more encaustic cement tile

Mudroom: You may have noticed

this mudroom on the plans. Also

part of the renovation, the

mudroom is accessible through

the pantry, and the tiles continue

through this space.

The champ: Here’s MasterChef

Junior winner Addison Osta

Smith enjoying the new kitchen.

Her favorite activities include

grilling meat on the indoor grill,

stir-frying with the set-in wok

feature and baking banana

bread, cookies and cakes.

Kaelen enjoys making big

breakfasts, especially waffles.

Osta loves grilling veggies on

the outdoor grill, and Smith loves

to cook for the kids and their

friends every weekend. Two of

the family’s favorite things to

make together are pizzas and

homemade pasta dishes.
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